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DOJ Announces It Won’t Prosecute White Hat
Security Researchers

On Thursday the Department of Justice announced a policy shift in that it will no longer

prosecute good-faith security research that would have violated the country’s federal hacking

law the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA).

The move is signi�cant in that the CFAA has often posed a threat to security researchers who

may probe or hack systems in an effort to identify vulnerabilities so they can be �xed. The

revision of the policy means that such research should not face charges.

“Computer security research is a key driver of improved cybersecurity,” Deputy Attorney General

Lisa O. Monaco said in a statement published with the announcement. “The department has

never been interested in prosecuting good-faith computer security research as a crime, and

today’s announcement promotes cybersecurity by providing clarity for good-faith security

researchers who root out vulnerabilities for the common good.”

Read More on Vice

DOJ's statement

 

More #News

US links Thanos and Jigsaw ransomware to 55-year-old doctor

Chinese ‘Space Pirates’ are hacking Russian aerospace �rms

US recovers $15 million from global Kovter ad fraud operation

Spanish police dismantle phishing gang that emptied bank accounts

Microsoft Teams, Windows 11 hacked on �rst day of Pwn2Own
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U.S. DOJ will no longer prosecute ethical hackers under CFAA

Google: Predator spyware infected Android devices using zero-days

When Your Smart ID Card Reader Comes With Malware

Notorious cybercrime gang Conti ‘shuts down,’ but its in�uence and talent are still out

there

EU data protection authority raises alarm over UN cybercrime treaty negotiations

Websites that Collect Your Data as You Type

Stack under attack: what we learned about handling DDoS attacks

 

#Breach Log

Media giant Nikkei’s Asian unit hit by ransomware attack

Ransomware attack exposes data of 500,000 Chicago students

 

#Patch Time!

Apple emergency update �xes zero-day used to hack Macs, Watches

CISA warns admins to patch actively exploited VMware, Zyxel bugs

NVIDIA �xes ten vulnerabilities in Windows GPU display drivers

VMware patches critical auth bypass �aw in multiple products

Cisco urges admins to patch IOS XR zero-day exploited in attacks

Mozilla patches Wednesday’s Pwn2Own double-exploit… on Friday!

 

#Tech and #Tools

Ruby Vulnerabilities: Exploiting Dangerous Open, Send and Deserialization Operations

Metastealer – �lling the Racoon void

CrateDepression | Rust Supply-Chain Attack Infects Cloud CI Pipelines with Go Malware

Twisted Panda: Chinese APT espionage operation against Russian’s state-owned

defense institutes

EntropyCapture: Simple Extraction of DPAPI Optional Entropy

We Love Relaying Credentials: A Technical Guide to Relaying Credentials Everywhere
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Kingred Group is growing, so does the Group Security team! We're looking for new talented

professionals to come join us:

Are you a developer with a strong security passion? Be part of our Cyber Security team

Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 30 million

customers. You can �nd all our open vacancies on our career page.

This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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